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Abstract

This paper offers a brief outline of several important lines of research
that concern the complex mutual interdependence of three key topics
related to the current state of the pluricentricity of Spanish in the
Americas, as well as its possible future developments. These topics
include: the dominance hierarchy among the varieties of Spanish in
the Americas; the social conditions as well as the political aims
relevant for standardization efforts in different Hispanic Latin
American countries; and finally, the contradictory impact of the
conventional tertiary mass media on these processes, which is
presently overridden in a significant manner by the growing presence
of digital media in established social communicative practices. While
elucidating their interrelatedness, the systematic tensions that are
generated in all areas relevant to linguistic normativity as
consequences of globalization dynamics also become more visible in
terms of their ubiquity.

1. Introduction – Pluricentricity in 21st Century Latin American
Spanish

The pluricentricity of language cultivation in the Hispanic world has

developed in a complex as well as dynamic fashion during recent years. At the

same time, Spanish-speaking societies are subject to some major overarching

transformations related to globalization,1 even if to different degrees. The

aspects that are primarily relevant for the purpose of this paper are: the

definitive assertion of large media companies as relevant normative agents in

the communicative ecology of Hispanic societies on both sides of the Atlantic

(see Greußlich / Lebsanft, 2020, and the contributions therein); the several

strategic and pragmatic moves of the Real Academia Española (henceforth RAE)

1
Cf. for summaries of a wide range of issues concerning globalization, Kühnhardt / Mayer (2017).
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and its sister academies in order to account for a changing normative setting

(cf. Amorós, 2014; Lauria, 2019); digital media as a recent means of

communication that has the potential to transform the very concept of

linguistic normativity and correctness (cf. Cabrera / Lloret, 2016).

1.1. Normativity and Space in the Hispanic World

To evaluate and understand the interplay of these socio-communicative

dynamics, as well as the motives of their respective agents, it is appropriate to

give a brief outline of the normative setting that has guided the reflections and

policies on the pluricentricity of Spanish so far (cf. Lara, 2004).2 The basic

feature of this setting is “hierarchy”, and it unfolds in two domains: space and

discourse. This characterization deserves a brief commentary. If we imagine

the normative hierarchy of Spanish as a metaphoric triangle, then its apex

corresponds to the technical, analytic concept of norma panhispánica (cf.

Coseriu, 1990; Méndez Garcia de Paredes, 2014). Whereas the empirical content

of this norm in terms of linguistic features is difficult to determine, it is,

however, defined as the abstract notion of all the common features shared

between varieties of Spanish that guarantee its “unity” as a means of

communication available for all speakers, regardless of their geographic origin.

Inasmuch as this abstract concept of shared normativity is empirically

underspecified, it is also an essentially contested concept which invites

criticism in terms of potential globalist ideologies (cf. Section 3). Whereas the

abstract idealistic nature of the norma panhispánica is not called into question,

but rather emphasized by theorists who regularly identify it with a rather

traditional realm of elaborate cultural products, specifically literature, it is still

necessary to account for those norms found on the lower levels of the

normative triangle. Indeed, these are located spatially and are characterized by

a set of concrete traits which become ever larger as the spatial domain ascribed

to the variety at hand narrows. In this sense, the normativity triangle

represents a continuum of abstractness / concreteness and the main impact of

globalization consists of shifting the preferred locus of normativity away from

the nation state at its centre in a twofold and divergent manner, towards an

2
This historical and systematic account does justice not only to the American stakeholders of the problem at

hand, but rather assumes the task to elaborate a historical foundation of contemporary systematic
evaluations from a point of view of presumed neutrality. As such, Laras model has gained much credit in
the entire Spanish-speaking world (and deservedly so) as the analytic standard in the field. It is interesting
to note, however, that we are facing a kind of convergence which is characteristic for the very top of the
normative hierarchy, as will be discussed in the following sections. Cf. Zimmermann (2021) for an entirely
recent outline.
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imagined global Hispanic community that represents an ideal and abstract

concept, and towards local communities of practice that are instantiated by

social practice and tend to enhance their vindicative stance with regard to

abstract norms that are increasingly perceived as hegemonic and imposed by

force on a local community (cf. Morgenthaler García, 2008; Amorós / Méndez

García, 2018).3 The correlations explained so far are captured in the following

figure:

Figure 1

On the left leg of the triangle, we see those spatial categorizations which

are most important to every-day perception among speakers as well as to

descriptive habits among specialists. As we see on the right leg of the triangle,

the relative distance from the above-mentioned norma panhispánica also has

another dimension, namely degrees of conceptional elaboration, according to

different discourse profiles and norms (cf. Garatea Grau, 2008). To the same

degree that concrete spatial location of a variety becomes possible, its

disposition towards a lower degree of elaboration and an application in less

elaborate discourse environments increases.4 Here, it becomes clear why it is

3
The references cited above refer to the case of Canarian and Andalusian Spanish respectively. Despite the

obvious empirical differences, the structure of the status problem and its social as well as political
implications in regard to handling linguistic normativity within national territories are, however, the same.
Of course, the evaluation assumed by different specialists can greatly differ, as the references mentioned
above show. The recent study Peter (2020) even shows how the perceived status of Andalusian Spanish
maintains a mutually dependent relationship with its construction as an abstract entity in metadiscourse.

4
This correlation is also expectable as a derivation of the systematic correlations between shared physical

space on the one hand and communicative immediacy on the other hand, which has been famously
developed in Koch / / Oesterreicher (2007).
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analytically justified to set a parallel between the norma panhispánica as the

most abstract category of spatial norm on the one hand and the español neutro

as the most abstract category of mass media discourse norm on the other hand.

In the following section, some remarks on the interrelation between degrees of

elaboration in discourse, the communicative setting provided by mass media

and space, are in order.

1.2. Normativity and Discourse in the Hispanic world

Interestingly, as far as mass media are concerned, the widely discussed

concept of español neutro,5 which has been largely developed by international

media companies interested in expanding their potential customer share and

the overall cost revenue ratio (cf. Hesselbach, 2021),6 runs systematically

parallel to the norma panhispánica inasmuch as it occupies the apex of the

metaphoric pan-Hispanic norm triangle (see Figure 1 above). Nevertheless,

whereas the norma panhispánica is ideally space-oriented (thus associated with

the left leg of the triangle) in the first place, the español neutro is ideally

discourse-oriented in the first place (thus associated with the right leg of the

triangle). That is also why its empirical content is very different. Far from

abstract, it determines the specific variants which, on different levels of

language structuring, shall guarantee a wide acceptance of media products

destined to a global market (cf. Bravo, 2009; Pöll, 2021). In practice, this almost

always implies a decision in favour of traits that are familiar to a quantitative

majority of speakers, such as seseo, tratamiento unificado. Two consequences

derive from this observation. Firstly, the quantity of speakers (i.e., potential

customers) is the parameter that ultimately decides the acceptance of a trait as

5
There have been discussions on the defining differences between three related concepts: español neutro,
español internacional and, more recently and more radically, español global as well as español total (sic).
As a basic result of about nearly twenty years of discussion (of which Gómez Font, 2004 and the so called
“Proyecto Rosario” are a relatively early example), it is reasonable to retain the following assumptions:
Español neutro implies a reference to empirical traits and their application in mass media and the notion of
español internacional, although its extension is roughly the same, nevertheless emphasizes the presence
of a somewhat neutralized variety of Spanish in global institutions, and thus tends to reflect a broader
sociological concern (cf. Bravo, 2009). At the same time, the terms “global” and “total” complement each
other, as Lebsanft (2020a) explains, approaching the Spanish language in all its potential varieties at once,
i.e., whereas “total” highlights the diasystematic level, “global” refers to the social and institutional
presence of Spanish in all its varieties. Rather than corresponding to a descriptive reality, these terms
imply a heavy load of ideological projection and have consequently been subject to two types of criticism.
They have been proven to be empirically void and, even earlier, they have been deconstructed regarding
the ideological and practical inconsistencies they convey (Cf. del Valle / / Arnoux (2010), Moreno
Fernández (2016), Lauria (2019), Arnoux (2020) as well as Lebsanft (2020a) and Pöll (2021) for more.).

6
Without being able to cite all the potentially relevant proceedings of the currently well-established
Congresos Internacionales de la Lengua Española (CILE), it may be mentioned here by way of example
Calderón (2010), one main contribution to the panel entitled “Contribución de la lengua a la renta nacional
y al empleo” as well as the panel at the Rosario congress (2019) entitled “El rol del lenguaje en la nueva
era de la exponencialidad, su impacto en la educación y el emprendedurismo”.
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part of the español neutro. Secondly, as has been pointed out by Amorós (2020),

the acceptable traits mostly converge empirically with specific regional or

even national standard varieties of Spanish, and the varieties most strictly

prone to be reflected in global media productions are just those which pertain

spatially to the largest Hispanic Latin American countries, i.e., Mexico,

Colombia, and Argentina. One important implication of this finding must be

stressed: every norm has its spatial specification, its locus on the map, even if it

is posited as abstract and / or compromised between many or all of the

speakers potentially involved. Furthermore, if this consequence is applicable,

then dominance hierarchies of varieties (cf. Muhr, 2012), even if often severely

criticized from a deconstructive viewpoint, effectively tend to be replicated

within Hispanic Latin America, though maybe involuntarily so.7 Finally, the

same kind of space-boundedness shall apply vice-versa to the norma

panhispánica too. In this case, considering its defining properties, the probable

locus of the norm is Castile, which may or may not correspond to the true

intentions of the key political agents and institutions involved (cf. Lauria,

2019). As an overarching consequence of the interdependencies just exposed,

the role of mass media companies as communicative and social agents becomes

evident. It consists, above all, in their functional ability to cover the whole

range of discourse profiles from the least up to the most elaborate. Just as

public institutions, like schools, whose central role in regard to the

implementation of codified norms is undisputed, media companies also reach

out even more effectively to virtually every member of society, and, in that

sense, their normative impact is comparable or even stronger.8

Hence, unlike school teaching and textbooks, media companies and their

products indeed are potentially linked to the whole range of varieties that are

systematically related to the abstract variational architecture constitutive for a

modern standard language. Thus, the selection of a specific variety related to a

particular discourse area does not apply so strictly to tertiary media contexts.

Rather, tertiary media, prone to spoken language, produce a twofold effect

7
Among other intricate aspects, this affirmation also constitutes an interesting solution to the long-time

pending question of whether it would be the centripetal or the centrifugal normative dynamics induced by
mass media discourse that would ultimately prevail in global re-standardization processes of Spanish (cf.
the classic reference Narbona, 2001; recently Greußlich / Lebsanft, 2020).

8
As pointed out in Sinner (2017) and taken up in Greußlich / Lebsanft (2020), it is notoriously difficult to

measure the impact on individual idiomatic behaviour which is potentially generated by media
consumption. However, the significant amount of exposure time, which has been documented for many
(Hispanic) Latin American countries, does presumably produce a shift towards oral communication and
otherwise distant spoken varieties in speakers’ consciousness and away from written communication,
which traditionally has been the reference point for codification. This confirmed point is sufficient for our
further observations.
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regarding re-standardization processes due to the social dynamics of

globalization.9 Firstly, they enhance the relevance of spoken language in

general for the variationist stance and constitution of what is acceptable for

speakers as a valid standard variety (cf. Tacke, 2015). Secondly, they practically

instantiate the effect of globalization on language cultivation that has been

repeatedly diagnosed and described in literature, i.e., a growing visibility of

strictly regional varieties, mostly dialects, as well as a growing effective

relevance of supra-national media norms for the idiomatic conscience of

speakers (though these media norms have national origins and, thus, possibly

implicitly replicate national hegemonies). Nevertheless, a third aspect is

crucial to add here: national broadcast stations are important public agents

even today, and their news communications are driven by national concepts of

linguistic normativity (see their central position in the triangle in Figure 1).

Their normative impact is only relativized, but not cancelled, by glocalization

effects (cf. also Ávila, 2016). It is an essentially political question how speakers

and societies are going to deal with this constellation of normative tension (cf.

also Garatea, 2020). The answers to this question will most likely be different

for different states. In any case, this issue can only be informed by scientific

observations, not by scientists.

2. The Language Academies, the Media, and their Normative Stance
in Globalization

With fine critical perception, at least three elements characterizing the

present ideological stance towards the pluricentricity of Spanish, as far as it is

coded in meta discourse, have been identified in recent contributions (cf.

Amorós, 2014; Lauria, 2019): the deterritorialization and democratization of

Spanish as a shared possession of all its speakers; the dismantlement of the

historic memory related to Spanish, most notably with regard to its post-

colonial connotations in favour of an idealistic “shared heritage and values”

view on the subject; the monetarization of language, stressing its importance

as an economic asset, and the opportunities it provides to the idealised

Hispanic community. This set of assumptions can be justly interpreted as a

commitment to a liberal-democratic political agenda driven by, or at least

favourable towards, the constraints provided by globalization. In my view, an

observation that is sometimes underestimated should be added here, and that

9
Regarding re-standardization as key systematic notion in the given context, cf. Amorós (2014), Lebsanft /

Tacke (2020).
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is the interrelatedness between the very idea of pluricentric re-

standardization, the concept of public space, which is heavily bound to mass

media, and democratic citizenship. It is worth considering the possibility that

the idea of pluricentricity is not so much a result of scientific progress as it is a

side effect of social and, above all, communicative dynamics which form the

core tool of globalization. The technical impact of mass media has facilitated

the perception of the speech of distant others. Traditional notions of linguistic

normativity have started to be called into question as a consequence of this (cf.

Tacke, 2015; Eckkrammer, 2021; Greußlich in press). Also, it may be no

coincidence that the deployment of a practical, concrete approach to the

pluricentricity of Spanish has taken place, precisely after the end of

militarized, non-democratic governments not only in Spain but all over

Hispanic Latin America. It is clear that science acts as an observer in this

setting and, at best, as a counsellor, not as the political promoter of

pluricentricity.

At first glance, the RAE, as well as the affiliated American academies and

international media companies, shows a largely symbiotic behaviour as far as

the ongoing rearrangement of linguistic normativity on the global stage is

concerned (cf. Greußlich / Lebsanft, 2020). On the one hand, the RAE has

openly embraced the concept of regional standards, which may be understood

as a plausible move in order to prevent post-colonial prejudice and preserve its

public authority. On the other hand, media companies often publicly consult

the academies when it comes to determining the most appropriate solutions in

terms of the buen uso del español. This is an invited convergence, since it was the

RAE itself that founded the department Español al día in 1998, getting in touch

actively with the mass media sector. Thirdly, it is also true that the Spanish

News Agency Agencia EFE has found it convenient to promote a growing

homogeneity of Spanish in the media worldwide and has managed to establish

an independent foundation in 2005, the so called Fundación del español urgente

(formerly Departamento del español urgente), that gives instantaneous advice on

linguistic doubts among journalists in the Hispanic world as well as

internationally (cf. Lebsanft, 2013). Interestingly, it was in 2020 that the

original funding of Banco Bilbao Vizcaya Argentaria-BBVA, which had given its

original name to the Fundación del Español Urgente-BBVA, was replaced by a

narrower cooperation between the relevant public institutions: RAE, Agencia

EFE, and Instituto Cervantes. This change is consistent with the overarching

strategic plan España global, which has been in place since 2018, and is aimed at
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the effective development and strengthening of a Hispanic sphere on the

global stage, driven by linguistic concerns among other parameters. It is

interesting to note the intricate dialectics between a progressive spirit and its

regressive effects: undoubtedly, the RAE tradition is grounded in the

Enlightenment (cf. Lebsanft, 2013; García de la Concha, 2014; Greusslich,

forthcoming) and fosters a sincere inclination to reach out for a harmonious

exchange with other parts of the world. However, at the same time, there can

be no doubt that present tendencies towards worldwide standardization

beyond borders and without predefined limits generate new conflicts, whose

outcomes are inevitably hegemonic in nature, even if the actors’ intentions are

not.10 España global may not be a post-colonial strategy according to intention,

but it will end up hegemonic according to fact (cf. Lauria, 2019). This, of course,

is not a specific “Spanish” fault, but rather an unavoidable implication of

globalization.

The self-alleged credibility of the Fundación del Español Urgente among

Latin American media professionals does indeed exist, and has recently

received a solid institutional backing by establishing two American agencies in

the Dominican Republic and Argentina respectively. This means that the

necessity of being present physically in America has been recognized, and the

consequences of it do not hesitate to become manifest. A revealing example for

this is the relief expressed by the Periódico de México (03/09/2015), an important

Mexican newspaper, in a comment on the re-edition of the Manual del español

urgente in 2015: “Vuelve el “Manual de español urgente”, la referencia para escribir

en español”. Here, we can notice how a possible conflict regarding the issue of

linguistic norm in public discourse is solved, not by hegemonic force, but by

voluntary adherence to the leading role of the most emblematic institution in

the field, i.e., the RAE. This, once again, allows for an ambiguous

interpretation: as a critical diagnosis, this may indicate a submissive behaviour

(cf. Lauria / López García, 2009; Lauria, 2019). Nevertheless, this view is not

straightforward. Rather, the historically-gained recognition of the ancient

institution of the RAE is also real (cf. Lara, 2004; Garatea, 2020),11 and the fact

that this historical coincidence generates hegemonic secondary effects

nowadays is contingent in this view. From that perspective, the key point to

10
Thus, in the end they possibly correspond to radically critical analysis as given in Moreno Cabrera (2015),

which are often well-informed and brilliantly executed, but also far from ideologically balanced.

11
Just as Pöll (2021) duly reminds us, a real and sometimes strong orientation towards Spain also persists in

certain areas of Latin America. This view is consistent with the evaluation of Spanish as a significant, yet
not fully pluricentric, language (Prieto de los Mozos / / Amorós 2018).
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reflect upon would not only be the dominance hierarchy among nations, but

also dominance hierarchies within Hispanic Latin American societies.

Finally, the obvious collusion between the state and the media disposes

of yet another revealing twist: digitalization (cf. Lauria, 2017a). Not only do

important newspapers, among them the Latin American edition of El País (cf.

Lebsanft 2020a), transform into increasingly digital products whereas

traditional paper-bound distribution diminishes just as in other parts of the

world,12 the RAE and ASALE have made constant efforts to enhance their

presence in digital media for nearly a decade in order to adapt to the changing

character of public space, and to be able to reach out for the non-professional

speakers-citizens that are so crucial for the reshaping concept of buen uso in

globalizing Spanish language culture.13 This can be seen, once more, as an

appropriate strategic move in order to preserve credibility and relevance as a

linguistic authority for the public, as well as to maintain the collusive, symbolic

competition with private media companies, which is also a constructive

collaboration on another level.

In the next section, we will briefly discuss in which ways the available

data impose constraints on the current codification practice. We shall give a

brief account of the current state of codification efforts in different areas of the

Hispanic world, all of which share their foundation in pluricentricity, but differ

in practice due to the scientific record on which they are built in each case, and

the ideological stance of the societies they serve.

3. Research Traditions on Variation and Norms and their Impact on
Codification

It is fair to say that, since the important speech given by Dámaso Alonso

on the Unity of Spanish (1964; cf. also del Valle, 2013) and the set-up of the now

famous Habla culta project at the IV Congreso ASALE in 1964 (cf. Lope Blanch,

1986), two different research strategies regarding the varieties of Spanish in

the Americas have been put in place. A conventional dialectological approach

had been the most significant for research on variation of Spanish in the

12
As a relevant example, El País shut down its Latin American print offices in 2019, whereas a daily digital

edition persists. This shift can be interpreted twofold: El País apparently has not gained sufficient
recognition in the American context to achieve economic sustainability (54000 sales compared to206,000
for El Clarín of Buenos Aires and 60,000 for El Comercio of Lima); digitalization is obviously a major trend
on the newspaper market in general.

13
This is true in regard to practically all of the major lexicographic endeavours that are carried by the RAE /

/ ASALE cooperation. Moreover, all the relevant channels of counselling that have been maintained by
Fundéu, and, more recently RAE, have been opened to the digital sphere.
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Americas during its first stage, which had developed from the foundational

article by Henríquez Ureña (1921). On a methodological level, it implies the

identification of isoglosses, but notably without offering reliable hypotheses

about potential reference points for variation, in order to eventually

reconstruct a complex diasystem of varieties in the coserian sense. These

methodological considerations, regarding the early and long-lasting

“dialectological” approaches to “American Spanish”, are clearly not meant as

cheap and unhistorical reproaches, but, rather, are intended as observations of

the consequences for research and data available today (cf. Lipski, 2008;

Greußlich, 2015). These data are characterized, on trend, by a lack of functional

status qualification. They are, to this effect, positivistic, and this is harmful to

the key role that variation assumes in recent pluricentric accounts of

codification. As the “pan-Hispanic” reference case in point, the Nueva gramática

de la lengua española shall be taken into consideration in this regard:

Es imposible que en una descripción gramatical se analicen con similar
profundidad todos los tipos de variación lingüística [...]. Es plausible,
en cambio, resaltar de forma somera los aspectos más notables de cada
una [...]. Los especialistas suelen distinguir entre la variación histórica,
la geográfica y la social, y acostumbran a dividir esta última en dos
tipos: la relativa a los llamados sociolectos [...] y la relativa a los niveles
de lengua, es decir, los estilos o registros como los que permiten
oponer la lengua coloquial a la empleada en situaciones formales, o
diferenciar el habla espontánea de la lengua más cuidada.
La presente gramática atiende en alguna medida a todas estas formas
de variación, pero ha tenido que limitarse en muchos casos a consignar
su existencia, puesto que analizar en profundidad cada uno de estos
factores habría conducido de modo inevitable a un conjunto de
estudios monográficos (NGLE, vol. I: XLIII).
[It is impossible to give an equally profound analysis of every type of
linguistic variation in a grammatical description. [...]. However, it is
plausible to accentuate / to point out the most crucial aspects of each
one of them in a sketchy way. [...]. Specialists are accustomed to
distinguishing historical variation from geographical and social
variation and they commonly classify this last one into two types: the
so-called social dialects [...] and the linguistic levels, i.e., styles and
registers, as they allow for the establishment of a contrast between
colloquial language and language use in formal situations or
differentiation between spontaneous speech and more diligent speech.
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The present grammar, in some way, reaches out to all these types of
variation, but must restrict itself to indicate its existence because
analyzing profoundly each one of these factors would have inevitably
led to a series of monographic studies.]

The available data often cannot keep up with these sophisticated

intentions. Therefore, the descriptive meta discourse, whose prescriptive,

codifying effects are mostly limited inasmuch as the selection and mark-up of

particular variants is systematically avoided, reflects the evaluative

uncertainties that inevitably emerge, not only among the wider public as

Moreno Fernández (2012) duly suggests, but even among the specialists who

have been in editorial charge (cf. Méndez García de Paredes, 2014; Greußlich,

2015). As has already been diagnosed in the classic study of Berrendonner

(1981), a camouflage of these uncertainties occurs regularly in discourse. In the

case of the NGLE, the review undertaken in Greußlich (2015) has shown three

descriptive strategies to be essential in this regard:

(1) Zooming in on or recording the act of observation by using verbs which

refer either to the observed speech act as such (usarse), an unvoluntary

observation (encontrarse, observarse etc.), or a voluntary one (documentarse,

registrarse etc.);

(2) Positing the data as objects of greater or lesser commonality by using

quantitative adjectives: natural, (in-)frecuente, general, normal, raro, etc.;

(3) Linking a specific phenomenon to different levels of variational abstraction

(lengua, habla, variedad, registro). The status of these qualifications remains

systematically fuzzy in all of the aforementioned cases.

In this regard, the new problem that apparently emerges as a

consequence of reassessing the interrelation between description and

prescription, which is ongoing in order to give more space to the ordinary

citizen of democratic societies and to avoid elitism in globalization, is not only

technical insofar that it could be mitigated by additional and better suited data

sets. Rather, it is systematic and best regarded as a necessary implication of the

current ideological stance towards codification that pretends to be neutral in

regard to prescription and description, and instead embraces the metaphor of

mirroring the speaker’s usage (cf. Tacke, 2011). That might be an impossible

thing to achieve in practice, even if it is, at the same time, a recommended

discursive move in order to regain credibility in societies that have gone

through historic periods of dictatorship, as is the case in vast parts of the
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Hispanic world. The resulting lack of normative orientation points toward an

undermining effect on normativity in general, which is driven by a growing

tension between local linguistic habits and global economic incentives that

work negatively on the concept of “nation” as a plausible reference point for

social identification (see Table 1). In other words, this new approach to

regulating the usage of Spanish “by description”, so to speak, theoretically

implies a far more detailed acquaintance of the varieties of Spanish, in order to

attach credibility to the ideal overarching pan-Hispanic norm.

Before we revise these conditions in some detail (cf. Section 4), a

comment on the different types of lexicographic enterprises that are currently

developed in the Hispanic world is in order. As the second key text genre in

codification, their respective weight and role within the pluricentricity of

Spanish ought to be pondered. In order to do so, differential national

lexicography, differential Pan-American lexicography, and integral

lexicography shall be considered separately and discussed regarding their

interrelatedness. Whereas it may be less surprising to recognize the fact that

integral lexicography is limited in its applicability to those nations disposing of

the required resources, the complementary observation that differential

dictionaries of the diccionario de –ismos type (cf. Ávila, 2003; Ezcurra, 2020) are

available for and very welcome among the broader public in many Hispanic

Latin American countries, such as Peru, Colombia, Chile and even Mexico, is all

the more revealing. Although a serious debate on the issue of its

appropriateness and methodological foundations has been ignited (cf.

Greußlich, 2020), the editorial economic success of these enterprises cannot be

denied, whereas it is an interesting but complex question where this success

and the corresponding public demand might come from, another perspective

which shall be highlighted here. In the field of pan-Hispanic lexicography

coordinated by the ASALE, we can currently observe a neat systematic

tendency towards moving away from the established concept of americanismo

léxico, replacing it with a new one of a somewhat reversed meaning. It seems

that the substantial Diccionario de americanismos (DA), published by the ASALE in

2010, is not only a substantial empirical achievement in the field, despite its

duly commented technical and conceptual lacunae (cf. Lara, 2012; Lauria, 2017;

Ezcurra, 2020; Fajardo, 2021), but at the same time paradoxically restores the

gap between an imagined centre (Spain) and a periphery (America) inasmuch

as it does not converge with peninsular usage, as the aforementioned authors

point out. Why is this the case?
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Rather than developing this lexicographic branch further and resolving

the diagnosed desiderata, we are presently witnessing a strategic

rearrangement which emphasizes the pan-Hispanic perspective as the new

reference point for best practices in codification. Concretely, the specifically

American content of the DA has gradually been integrated into the general

Diccionario de la lengua española (DLE), as well as on a digital basis, since 2014.

The DLE, on its part, has been intentionally renamed in order to back and

reflect the pan-Hispanic ideologeme of Spanish as a commonly shared asset

and possession. Certainly, the new label also reflects an undoubted

institutional reality, which is manifest in the editorial dynamism of the ASALE,

and the collaboration that supports it. However, a crucial quantitative criterion

interferes in practice. Being registered in at least 14 countries is necessary and

sufficient for an entry from the DA in order to count as part of the general

Spanish lexicon. Consequently, the remaining entries of lesser distribution

among Latin American countries will figure as americanismos in an even

stronger sense, therefore being truly stigmatized as the lexicographic leftover

with no access to the sphere of general communication. The established text

type of diccionarios de -ismos, instead of being forced to innovate and develop

methodologically, remains in its accustomed position as a mirror of cultural

vestiges. This state of affairs is essentially consistent with pan-Hispanic

language policy, but it definitely sets the global stage as the genuine locus of

codification, whereas the concept of nation appears subordinate. Admittedly,

the undermining of the nation as a point of reference is essential to the social

dynamics of globalization, so that it is a licit policy in the given context.

However, it remains an open question if this “global stage” mode of

codification generates sufficient plausibility among the ordinary speakers who

are so vital to the liberal worldview underlying this policy.

The essential need for acceptance runs counter to the systematic lack of

normative orientation that is part of these recent adaptive moves of

codification in globalizing environments, as has been commented above. Thus,

it comes as no surprise that a particularly national mode of linguistic self-

assertion by independent codification exists, hence the relevant incentives are

there. This type of nation-bound codification is best represented by two

emblematic endeavours of integral lexicography in recent times, which are the

Diccionario del español de México (DEM 2010) and the Diccionario integral del español

de la Argentina (Plager, 2008). These two exemplary dictionaries share several

interesting properties (cf. Greußlich, 2020, and the references therein): they
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have been demanded in their respective societies for a long time; they have

been executed by private institutions, independent from the state and

government; they have been praised for their innovative methodology by a

long row of experts; each of them is embedded in one of the largest speech

communities of the Hispanic world. This last circumstance gives credit to the

idea that large numbers of speakers and potential clients, concomitant

economic incentives, a long historic record of ideological autonomy, and / or

relatively stable institutions are criteria that make normative independence

possible (cf. Fajardo, 2021). If this statement is correct, the only country

lacking in the above list is Colombia, and the reasons for its current absence

constitute a relevant topic for discussion, which has to be left for another

occasion. Once more, however, the known effect of dialectic indecisiveness

emerges. Concretely, it is in both of these cases that the integral lexicographic

project co-exists and also competes with the respective exponents of the

above-mentioned Diccionario de -ismos programme that is supported

institutionally by the respective language academy in each of those

countries.14 Consequently, an ironic and somewhat unexpected shift in

evaluation and status of those texts can be noticed: although meticulously

worked out and methodologically recognized among specialists, they can

hardly escape their globally oriented competitors and, on the one hand, have

to assume an open ideological confrontation. On the other hand, they instigate

by themselves, even if on a minor spatial scale, a type of dominance hierarchy

in relation to smaller Hispanic Latin American countries which do not afford or

even consider the elaboration of integral dictionaries to be appropriate on

their own, rather being geared to their larger neighbouring countries (cf.

Quesada Pacheco, 2014; Fajardo 2021). Of course, this effect is neither intended

nor explicit, rather, it is due to quantitative prevalence and their consequences

in terms of symbolic weight. However, this consequence is real too, not

polemically invented, and it shows in which way it is true that the present

evasiveness of the notion of nation-state in the context of advanced

globalization has not yet been convincingly compensated by another

14
Cf. Lara (2012) and Company (2012) in order to trace the highly polemic Mexican case; cf. Lauria (2015)

for the Argentinian case. Cf. Fajardo (2021) for both.

Part of this complex dialectics is the insight that differential lexicography might still be the methodology of
choice, if meticulously applied, as in the dictionaries issued by the famous Augsburg project since 1993.
However, it is also true that those dictionaries, although they largely avoid negative connotations which
point towards an image as undeveloped and inferior cultures, they have not reached a wider public until
today but count as a valuable research tool for specialists.
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appropriate concept that would do the same for speech communities seeking

appropriate and convincing orientation for usage.

Hence, it is reasonable to suppose that, beyond the lack of data, there are also

systematic aspects of linguistic codification in global speech communities,

which contribute to transform the very notion of linguistic norm, whose future

is unclear at this point in time. The seriousness of this issue involving

plausibility and acceptance becomes even more evident if one takes into

consideration the most recent large dictionary which has been projected as

pan-Hispanic, i.e., the Diccionario panhispánico del español jurídico (DPEJ, 2018).

This dictionary and its immediate predecessor, the Diccionario del español

jurídico (DEJ, 2016), arguably form part of a broader editorial strategy,

described above as a shift towards pan-Hispanic, as the new normal of

codification on the global stage. Moreover, they share the transposition in a

digital environment, including the respective user interfaces for direct public

access online. As such, they serve important symbolic as well as strategic aims:

symbolic aims, inasmuch as the field of law stands emblematically, for the

effectivity and transparency of liberal international exchange and commerce,

strategic aims inasmuch as it contributes not only to consolidate the pan-

Hispanic worldview, but also helps, practically, to foster smooth processes

within the Hispanic world as an economic space.15 Hence, practical and

symbolic effects converge, helping to put the Marca España strategy into

practice and, at the same time, increasingly suggesting the pan-Hispanic level

as the new uncontested reference point for social self-awareness, more so than

other areas of knowledge could have done. Interestingly, the tendency to give

privilege to the universal, global stage, by strengthening the image of Spanish

as a tool, and a set of values shared by all its speakers is what public agents,

such as the ASALE, and private agents, such as CNN en español, share as their

ideological basis. Also, their strategic goals are the same inasmuch as they seek

a high degree of linguistic coherence and uniformity of their target space (cf.

Gómez Font, 2012).16 However, their social roles and purposes as institutions

are different in each case. That is the reason why the empirical, concrete

15
Fully consistent with this strategy, RAE has launched a special programme called Lengua Española e

Inteligencia Artificial (Spanish Language and Articifial Intelligence) in order to secure the embeddedness of
Spanish in digital media, taking into account the assumption that digital tools are key for global
communication, as well as for the future of linguistic normativity. In this same context fits the frequently
repeated assertion that Spanish is the second most important language on the web worldwide (cf. Lauria,
2019). Visibly, a practical and a promotional aspect converge here.

16
This is not contradictory to celebrating diversity at the same time. This is true because the presupposition

here consists in rightly assuming the possible degree of linguistic diversity as limited and, thus,
convergent with the overarching goal of linguistic unity.
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application of their ideological stance towards pan-Hispanic normativity yields

systematically diverging results, and these will be discussed in the following

section.

4. The Impact of Mass Media on the Pluricentricity of Spanish

In another important research project, undertaken under the patronage

of the ASALE, by Mexican specialist R. Ávila (Proyecto 6: La difusión del español

en los medios), two fundamental findings have been developed since 1998.

Firstly, empirically, an ecology of linguistic normativity of Spanish in the

media exists which is relatively independent from spoken Spanish outside of

the media. The relative independence between these two spheres manifests in

a particular way, which can be best reflected by referring, once again, to the

triangular figure introduced in Section 1, and will be discussed below.

Secondly, it has become evident that an ever-growing convergence with

national and regional norms of spoken Spanish (normas cultas) does take place

going down the elaboration cline, which reflects the relevant media discourse

genres, such as evening news (high degree of formality and elaboration),

feature (intermediate degree), or soaps (low degree).17 These relative

correlations conversely imply a relative accessibility for dialects in informal

genres, like soaps, and accessibility for regional or national standard varieties

in elaborated but nation-bound discourse types, like national news

broadcasting. A prohibitive environment for the application of concrete,

empirical, spatially grounded linguistic norms is to be found solely in globally-

oriented, international broadcasting companies, whose likely prototype is CNN

en español.

To summarise, it is fair to say that, starting from a general level

anchored in the analysis of globally oriented media companies and products,

the awareness of the growing presence of regional norms in media products,

situated on the lower levels of the triangle, has been gradually added over the

years (cf. Ávila, 2003 vs. Ávila, 2016). In this vein, starting from the macro-

norms Alpha, Beta and Gamma according to Ávila (2003), a subset of contextual

variants has been identified by differentiating linguistic media norms

according to particular countries. Of course, the observation of these variants

implies an empirical shift towards the analysis of relatively more informal

discourse genres.

17
Cf. Greußlich / / Lebsanft (2020) for references concerning media genres.
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Once more, a dialectic twist becomes manifest at this point. Contrary to

the norma panhispánica, which is abstract in essence and represents an ideal

concept grounded in a consciousness formed by a 400-year history of literary

and scientific reference works, the español neutro is concrete and applicable in

essence. This begs the question: which are, in fact, its concrete properties and

from which source do they eventually derive? Contrary to the original idea

that español neutro should be an artificially manufactured selection of most

neutral and thus widely acceptable variants on every level of linguistic

structure (cf. Bravo, 2009; Gómez Font, 2012), it has become more evident in

recent studies (cf. Amorós, 2020) that those variants effectively selected are

typically convergent with the most important national media norms, as

described by Ávila, relating to Argentina, Colombia and Mexico. This finding is

interesting because it undermines the widespread assumption according to

which national categories should be outdated in globalization. Rather, it

reinforces the argument advanced in critical analysis of normative meta

discourse, which states that national interests might appear disguised as

international convergence. Ironically, the recent empirical studies suggest that

power relations, as indicated, replicate within Latin America where large

countries tend to prevail. Once again, this is possibly not a moral problem

which could be solved easily based on sufficient benevolence. Rather,

according to the interpretation I tend to subscribe to, these are the new and

systematic “challenges for Spanish” in globalization and mediated

communication.

Another important outcome of these considerations is a systematic

reasoning that makes the plain abstractness plausible and, consequently, the

material emptiness of the well-known label of español global or total (cf. Gómez

Font, 2012; Moreno Fernández, 2016; footnote 5). It has been investigated and

proven empirically (cf. Lebsanft, 2020a) how in fact, behind the label of

globality and / or totality, a spatially bound, concrete variety can be found, as

is Castilian in the case of El País newspaper, whose protagonists have come to

promote it as “the global newspaper” since 2014 (see Section 1.2).

Hence, the sometimes-hidden tensions between empirical norms and

abstract norms in the media are one key problem when it comes to

reconstructing and evaluating the role of mass media communication for the

development of Spanish as a pluricentric language. However, an even more

fundamental question arises when it comes to evaluating the impact of digital
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media on the notion of linguistic normativity, which is inevitably a key issue

for the future of pluricentric Spanish as well.

5. Digital Media, Linguistic Normativity and the Pluricentricity of
Spanish – A Brief Outlook on Possible Futures

In 2018, the year when the new España global strategy concerning Spanish

cultural policy was put into force, an apparently new type of publication was

issued by the RAE / ASALE editorial board. Its descriptive title is: Libro de estilo

de la lengua española. According to the user instructions, its acclaimed purpose

is to offer normative orientation for the appropriate usage of Spanish in

mediated communicative environments:

“[...] es un manual de corrección y estilo del español donde se muestra
la evolución que en los últimos años han experimentado ciertas
cuestiones gramaticales, ortográficas y léxicas, con especial atención a
la escritura digital [...] Por otra parte, el protagonismo de los medios de
comunicación audiovisual en nuestros días hace necesario un manual
de pronunciación accesible al gran público” (RAE online).
[…] it is a Spanish style and correction manual the evolution which

highlights the evolution that certain grammatical, orthographic and
lexical issues have experienced in recent years, paying special
attention to digital writing. […] On the other hand, the leading role of
audio-visual media today calls for a pronunciation manual accessible
to the general public].

Even if the gap in content between this self-declared manual and the

slightly earlier Libro del buen uso del español (2013) is actually not too large, the

rebranding as an exponent of a specific discourse genre conventionally

destined to regulating the language usage inside media companies (cf.

Lebsanft, 2020b) is noteworthy. It reflects the growing consciousness of the

direct impact individual linguistic behaviour may have on the norm through

digital media channels. Equally, it is important to observe how, in this regard,

the recent convergence between private global media companies and public

institutions once again becomes manifest. This was already the case for a

publication guided by similar intentions, which was issued in 2012 by the

Fundéu experts as Escribir en internet. Guía para los nuevos medios y las redes

sociales (cf. also Arnoux, 2020).

However, despite all efforts in terms of potentially normative

counselling, it seems impossible to evade the undermining effects that emerge
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from this type of individualized mass communication in digital settings (cf.

paradigmatically, the apprehensions outlined in Mucci, 2019). As Lebsanft

(2020b) duly remarks, the same type of normative underdetermination, which

has been diagnosed above and is systematically inherent to pluricentricity,

persists:18

Discussing, for example, the use of the pretérito perfecto simple
(canté) vs. the pretérito perfecto compuesto (he cantado), an
observation like ʻmientras que en algunas zonas lo normal es decir
Ayer comí, en otras se podría decir Ayer he comidoʼ does not work as a 
valuable recommendation (Lebsanft, 2020b, 640).

This phenomenon is expected to increase in significance as digital media

is arguably becoming the dominant means of mediated communication among

younger generations. Thus, it is worth considering the core of it in order to

better understand the possible future of linguistic normativity.

Let us have a look at the findings of one recent investigation centred on

the so-called pluscuamperfecto mirativo, a particular usage of the past perfect

tense to encode surprise or unexpected new information.

(1) Había sido tu novia, entonces.
[So, she had been your girlfriend. – Implication: I did not know
this fact. It is right now that I am realizing it.]

For decades, this usage has been well documented as particularly

Bolivian in dialectological literature (cf. Mendoza Quiroga, 2015). Yet, the study

of Pfänder, Alcón / Palacios (2020) demonstrates some important additional

characteristics of linguistic accommodation and change in computer-mediated

communication, based on an innovative tool for digital data gathering.

For example, space as a determinant criterion is still relevant. The

phenomenon under scrutiny is of Bolivian origin and is decisively propagated

by Bolivian speakers, also in computer-mediated discourse. However, the

impact of space is relativized inasmuch as speakers from other parts of the

world, and of different origin, participate in discourse and assimilate this

usage, which opens access to the dominantly Bolivian discourse community. A

second example is that accelerated linguistic innovation and change takes

18
In this regard, it is appropriate to highlight one particular circumstance: whereas the Fundéu manual is

exclusively aimed at genres and technical issues related to digital communication, the more recent RAE / /
ASALE publication also includes grammatical problems raised frequently in their digital counselling
channels. Whereas this decision may be comprehensible from a practical viewpoint, it undermines the
coherence of the entire work inasmuch as the tensions related to pan-Hispanic normativity are brought in.
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place. Several new pragmatic functions are added to the semantic scope of the

tense form under scrutiny. Above all, the basic value of surprise regarding a

newly-appearing bit of information is complemented by a second value, which

is in contrast to a prior or common expectation, or even an evaluative

implication, which can be positive or negative (as in the following example

from Pfänder, Alcón / Palacios, 2020).

(2) micrero muerto de hambre; cree ser mejor que los dems; oh pero
perdón no me había dado cuenta que conducir un micro es lo
MÁXIMO.
[Miserable bus driver; he believes himself to be better than
others; oh but sorry, I had not realized that driving a bus is THE
GREATEST THING TO ACHIEVE]

In summary, we can observe a systematic tension between traditional

aspects of normativity and their functional reshaping in new environments. On

the one hand, space still counts; the origin of norm-setting speakers and traits

is palpable. On the other hand, new virtual boundaries are drawn around

particular discourses, not around territories (cf. also Greußlich / Lebsanft

2020). Hence, discourse communities are the new locus of accelerated

innovation and possible change. What is more, just as the options for recording

spoken discourse and making it durable have multiplied, so has the presence of

writing in digital settings, like chatrooms or even email exchange, increased.

Even if, in all likelihood, many of these innovations will stay ephemerous (as

has been common knowledge in historical linguistics), the multiplication of

written discourse in everyday communication generates new opportunities for

change from below. The propensity of writing in the style of informal discourse

increases over long distances because it is asynchronous. In this regard, it is

reasonable to presume that the likelihood of change may increase. Otherwise,

less influential speech communities, such as Bolivia, may induce successful

innovations among these circumstances, and we can comprehend in what

sense global elites see an incentive to take control over these growing

dynamics. In essence, a classical scenario of media change, as it has been

meticulously described for the invention of the printing press, is currently

unfolding. However, whereas the printing press fostered the establishment of

implicit norms and the fading out of variants, the opposite is true for linguistic

usage and structure in digital media. Here, a de-standardization process is

taking place. In this regard, the intervention of the RAE / ASALE can even be

evaluated as a democratic intent to avoid de-standardization and the turning
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of linguistic normativity into a hermetic elitist project. Once more, we find a

dialectic tension in place, which is difficult to evaluate straight-forwardly. This

is particularly true because, on the discourse level, a narrowing of potential

variation is indeed taking place. As has been pointed out in literature (cf.

Lauria, 2021), it is the technical frame which sets the limits of expression in

digital communication: the number of different fonts, the number of signs

admitted, the space where written text can be placed or inserted etc. Thus, the

dialectics of normativity in globalizing language cultivation becomes manifest

one last time: rather than defending elitism, as often alleged by critical stances

towards the RAE and ASALE codifying works, reinforcing an explicitly linguistic

notion of correctness and adequacy in digital environments means defending

the legitimacy of linguistic expression against externally imposed limits to

form.

In conclusion, the essential present-day issues of normativity and

codification of Spanish remain unsolved for the time being, as are many other

conflictive social dynamics connected with globalization.

6. Conclusion

Inasmuch as the traditional concepts of linguistic norm do not fully

apply to the newly emerging type of unstable short-term normativity, which is

characteristic for digital media, the fundamental question consists of a general

evaluation of the stance of societies and their members towards globalization

and its consequences. To what degree may societies in the Hispanic world

shape the social impact of globalization in their realms? Will there be an option

for the millions of anonymous, individual users of digital media to intervene in

this ongoing process of reshaping the very concept and functioning of

linguistic normativity, in a way that could be considered as public decision-

making, in accordance with the predictions of liberalism? Or will the new

globalized elites of the Digital Era alone, in a dialectic and ironic twist, decide

on its outcomes? The possibility that the acceleration of codification processes

on digital grounds even contributes to undermining the speaker’s orientation

should be taken seriously inasmuch as constantly changing versions of

metatexts replacing former ones in rapid succession are hardly transparent to

the public, as far as their transformations, additions and avoidances are

concerned. Even if this may be an acceptable side effect of digitalization, the

new instability of digital texts runs counter to standardization as we have

known it (cf. Bonnin / Lauria, 2015; Greußlich, 2020).
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The cultivation of the Spanish language in a globalized and digitalized

setting, whereby both characteristics are intimately connected to each other,

can be regarded as a relevant testing ground for the development of possible

futures in a globalized world. For that reason, it claims the particular attention

of specialized scholars in order to communicate the relevant issues and

ongoing reflections to a broader public, eventually relating them to other

relevant social and political domains. It is necessary to resolve a series of

thorny questions in order to achieve a new consensus on how the cultivation of

a standard language should be organized, in order to be significantly useful for

society and thus gain the fundamental recognition by its members, which is

necessary for any normative order to work effectively.

A close monitoring of how these questions are treated by their

stakeholders is mandatory, because the fundamental problem is nothing less

than the possible emergence of a new type of digital aristocracy (without

necessarily being labeled as such), which would obviously be an ironic and

undesired outcome, at least from a democratic standpoint. The apprehension

of a continuing post-colonial hegemony, as expressed by critical discourse

analysts, might dialectically emerge as part of a new social reality of

dominance by data control, even if this is probably not the issue that the

critical stance was about initially. A consistent solution of the questions raised

and exemplified in regard to Spanish in this paper is, thus, no mere nostalgic

matter of taste, but rather is vital for the present and future structure and

status of Spanish-speaking societies and possibly beyond.
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